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Putrid Presence 
The Soul Butcher has RELENTLESS and HULKING. Opponents Attacking 
the Soul Butcher may spend an SP before rolling. If they do not, all  
symbols rolled on dice in their Combat Dice Pool are considered blank.  
 
When an opponent ends their turn within the Soul Butcher's SOI, they 
are Dealt 2 MAGIC DMG. If the opponent is adjacent, Deal 4 MAGIC 
DMG instead. FORCE 14.

Is there a non-adjacent opponent within Range 8?
Make a  8 ATK against the farthest opponent, prioritizing  
opponents that are not HEAVY. FU: PULL 8, FORCE 14. 
CONTINUE DOWN

Is there an opponent adjacent?
Make a  ATK. When determining Damage, add  
a PURPLE  of Damage. CONTINUE DOWN

Is there an opponent within Reach 2?
Make a separate  ATK against each figurewithin REACH 2.

Can it Move and Attack an opponent within Reach 2?
MOVE towards the nearest opponent. 
THEN: Make a  ATK at REACH 2 against the nearest opponent. 
THEN: Cast a SPELL 6 against the same target, Inflict Paralyze. 

Otherwise:
HEAL 5. 
THEN: Move towards the nearest opponent.

Soul Butcher

CASTING:     

 +2 PHYSICAL DMG    FU: HEAL 5

INTELLIGENT
AVARICE 3 
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EPICURIAN FIEND

Soul butchers are massive creatures, malevolent 
to their core. They have a gaping maw on their belly, 
with a long, lashing tongue that trails thick saliva. Like 
the physical embodiment of gluttony, a soul butcher's 
corpulent form is covered in layers of fat and thick skin. 

Far from being mindless brutes, soul butchers are cunning 
foes. They are able to speak, and sometimes torment their 
prey with descriptions of what is to come before slaying them. 
Sometimes, soul butchers will swallow their enemies whole. More 
often, though, they prefer to add them to their meat collection. Soul 
butchers are gourmands that relish in preparing elaborate meals from 
the corpses they create. Their lairs are truly hell's kitchen.

As intelligent monsters, it’s not uncommon to find them heavily armored, and wielding weapons fashioned 
from the leftovers of past victims. A soul butcher's den is a grotesque display of flesh and gore, with previous 
kills hanging from meat hooks and dripping blood and bile onto the floors. The monster gets its name from the 
appearance of its home, which commonly looks like a twisted mockery of a butcher's shop. 

In the past, soul butchers roamed the lands of Middara freely, encroaching on populated areas and 
making their homes on the outskirts of towns or villages. They hunted their prey at night, taking the drunk or 
irresponsible from the streets. Eventually, they would be found out and killed or driven away. 

In more modern times, organized society has established elaborate watches to ward against such 
monstrosities, and keep their people safe. Alongside a growing human populace, soul butchers have become 
rather scarce. Now, they lurk in ruins and wild places, killing humans only when the opportunity presents itself.

Soul butchers are rare enough that most Middarans will only ever hear tales of the horrific creatures. 
However, some explorers have encountered them, and the few scholars who seek to learn more about these 
horrific creatures are hard pressed to find anyone foolish enough to willingly look for them again.


